Catering options for receptions after
a PhD-defense, an inaugural lecture or

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arrangement ‘Sweet celebration’€ 8,29 p.p.
This package contains of a cup of Fairtrade coffee and organic tea, an assortment
of soft drinks, orange juice and mineral water. In addition, we serve a
combination of macarons and Mini muffins in different flavors.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

a farewell lecture.
For all PhD defenses, inaugural lectures and farewell lectures we have made
attractive arrangements, based on the most chosen parts by other PhD
candidates and speakers
Year 2017/2018

Consider these arrangements as a plan to realize your plans. Depending on
additional wishes or other reasons, we can always expand or just simplify these
packages with the purpose of a customized proposal that you are completely
satisfied with.
You can contact us via 020 59 86504 or
808140.VUBanqueting.nl@Sodexo.com
Sodexo Banqueting
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
www.vu.sodexoeducation.nl

Arrangement ‘Lunch’ € 9,11 p.p.
This package contains of a cup of Fairtrade coffee and organic tea, an assortment
of soft drinks, orange juice and mineral water. From a buffet we serve 2 deluxe
mini-rolls with cheese, cold meats and smoked salmon and 1 mini coffee roll per
person.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arrangement ’Drinks & Bites’ € 11,21 p.p.
Specially formulated for the celebration of your promotion, a complete
arrangement of snacks and drinks. Beer, white and red house wine, an
assortment of soft drinks, mineral water and orange juice. This arrangement is
complemented with nuts, vegetable crisps, Dutch cheese & sausage, olives and
organic bitterballs with mustard (2 per person)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arrangement ‘Walking dinner’€ 17,78 p.p.
Specially formulated for the celebration of your promotion, a complete package
of snacks and drinks. Consisting of: beer, white and red house wine, an
assortment of soft drinks, mineral water and orange juice. On the tables we
place olives, nuts and vegetable chips.
At the reception we serve:
• Cheese stalk with serrano ham
• Broth with mushrooms
• Frittata with chicken
• Cherry crumble pie
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An extra festive touch to your reception? Choose a glass of prosecco reception for € 3.06 extra per person.

